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generation, both good and bad, who came from that area . He
said, however, that Sparky, though he might become Involved in
things of a shady nature, was definitely not a hoodlum . He
did not carry a gun, he did not become involved in burglaries
or robberies and to his knowledge never expressed any particular
interest in any political philosophy . He said that Sparky did
have a tendency to be quick tempered, intense in his likes and
dislikes and a strong affinity for being "where the action was" .

He advised as follows ;
He grew up in the old Roosevelt RR"d-Haletead neighborhood,
later moving to Lawndale, further west on Roosevelt Road . He
advised that because he was the same age and from the same
locality, he knew TACK RUBENSTEIN by his nickname,SPARKY . He
characterized RUBENSTEIN as 11$eable, gregarious, physically
active, unstable and tempermental, quickly moved to violent acts
or words .
He said that RUBENSTEIN was never criminally inclined
or iftreated in poli6lcs to his knowledge . He said that he was
simply a salesman of various products -44lling in a style usually
referred to as "hustling" in the Chicago area . He said that he
would find it inconceivable to believe that RUBENSTEIN had any
criminal connections and he said that he had no knowledge of
RUBENOTEIN's activities since he left the Chicago area a number
of years ago .
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RALPH KAPLAN, 6214 North Washtenaw, Chicago, Illinois,
was interviewed in the office of the Building Commissioner of
Cook County, room 1702, 130 North Wells Street, Chicago,
Illinois .

EPSTEIN said that he was watching television when the
shooting of LEE HARVEY OSWALD was portrayed and that he did not
at first recognize RMENSTEIN, but when the name was verified
on news broadcasts and the program was replayed, he was able to
recognize the person who shot OSWALD as his former acquaintance,
RMENSTEIN . He said that the realization that the prepetrator of
this deed was a person within his acquaintance came an a physical
blow . He said he knew nothing about EVA GRANT .
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